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ABSTRACT
The affine and hyperbolic classea of quadratic timefrequency representations (QTFRB) provide frameworks
for multiresolution or constant-Q time-frequency analysis. This paper studies the QTFR propertiea of regularity
(QTFR reversibility) and unitarity (preservation of inner
products, Moyal’s formula) in the context of affine and hyperbolic 9TFRa. We develop the calculus of inverse kernels and iscuss important implications of regularity and
unitarity, such as signal recovery, the derivation of other
quadratic signal repreeentations, optimum detection, leastsquares signal syntheais, the effect of linear signal tranaforms, and the construction of QTFR basis systems.
1 INTRODUCTION
The recently introduced aBne class [1,2,3] and hyperbolic
class [4,5,6] of quadratic time-frequency representations
(QTFRs) provide appropriate frameworks for a multireaolution or constant-Q type of energetic time-frequency
analysis. Hence, these QTFR classes are useful for
ppler-invariant signala used in bat and dolphin echolocation 171, and self-similar signala used in fractala and fractional Brownian motion 81. Moreover, constant-Q T F
analysis is roughly consis ent with human auditory perception above 600 HE.
For any QTFR, the properties of regularity (QTFR reversibility) and unitarity (preservation of inner products,
Moyal’s formula are of fundamental importance 191. These
properties have ar-reaching implications concerning the recovery of the signal, the derivation of other quadratic signal representations, the QTFR’s reaction to linear signal
transforms, a TF formulation of optimum detection, the
applicability of standard methods for least-squares signal
synthesis, and the construction of QTFR basis systems.
In [Q], the theory of regularity and unitarity has been d e
veloped and specialized to Cohen’s clam. In this paper, we
shall consider the regularity and unitarity properties in the
context of the affine and hyperbolic classes.
The A f i e Class. The oBnc class (AC) comprises all
QTFRB T.(t, f ) that are invariant (or ‘covariant”) to time
shifts and TF scalings [1,2,3],
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with the signal product V.(f,v) = X ( f + 2 ) X * ( f - $ ) .
Here, t and f denote time and frequency, respectively,
z(t) is the signal under analysis, X f) is the signal’s
Fourier transform, and integrals typic y go from -w to
00 unless specified otherwise. The above ‘hormal form”
shows that T.(t,f) can be derived from the signal product Us(!,v) by a characteristic linear transform involving
a two-dimensional kernel function r T ( b , p some members of the AC are the Wigner distribukon, the ChoiWilliams distribution, the scalogram (squared magnitude
of the wavelet transform), and the Bertrand distribution.
The Hyperbolic Class. The hyperbolic class (HC)
comprises all QTFRB T,(t,f) that are invariant to ‘hyperbolic time shifts” and T F scalings [4,5,6],
k(f)= c - j - f + x ( a f )
Ti(t,f)
=T.(>,af).
t-
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Assuming a fixed reference frequency fr
ber T.(t, f ) can be written as1

> 0, any HC mem-

with the hyperbolic signal product

V=(~,B
= )fieb

X(~,C’+’/~)
X*(frc’-’/O)

.

This “normal form” shows that any hyperbolic TFR can
be derived from the hyperbolic signal product V j b ,p ) by a
characteristic linear transform involving a two-dimensional
) . HC membera are the Alteakernel function @ ~ ( 6 , 8Some
Marinovic distribution, the hyperbologram (squared magnitude of the “hyperbolic wavelet transform”), and the
Bertrand distribution.
In both the AC and the HC, the TF scaling operator plays
a central role. However, while the AC is baaed on conventional time shifts, the HC uses hyperbolic time shifts which
are better matched to T F scalings. The HC can be derived
from Cohen’s class via a ‘constant-Q warping” procedure
which results in a one-to-one correspondence between the
HC and Cohen’s class [4,6].

a

REGULARITY

T,(t,f)
that is a member of the AC can be

A QTFR is regular if the linear transform underlying the
normal form can be inverted. In [9], the general theory of
regular QTFRB has been developed and applied to Cohen’s
class. Here, we shall discuss the regularity property for the
affine and hyperbolic QTFR classes.

‘Funding b ONR ants N0001489-J-1812, N00014-92-J1499, and by &ants PKSCPHY and JOSSO-TEC of the Fonds
cur Forderung der wissenschaftlichen Fomchung.

‘In the context of the HC, the signal z ( t ) is assumed to be
analytic, i.e., its Fourier transform X ( f ) is cero for f < 0. Accordingly, a hyperbolic QTFR T.(t, f) is deRned for f > 0 only.
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the TFR class. If the original T,(t, f) is a regular agrine
QT& then

larity in the Amne Class. An affine QTFR
is regular if the normal form (1) can be inverted,
i.e., if the signal product U.(f,v)can be recovered from
via a linear transform. It can be rhown that this
Inveme linear transform, if it exists at all, haa the form
Re

T.(t,

T.(t,f)

If the new

?.(e)ie also affine, then

( 8 ) reduces to

with the inverse kernel I';'(b,/3).
The inverse kernel is
according t o
related to the "direct" kernel I'T(b,

a)

with

Regularity in the Hyperbolic Class. Similarly a
hyperbolic QTFR T,(t,f) is regular if the normal form (2)
can be inverted aa

On the other hand, if the original T.(t,f) is a regular hyperbolic QTFR, then
LfT(e; t',f') =

where the inverse kernel 4T1(b,p) is related to the 'direct.
kernel @T(b,p ) according t o

~lQT'(a-af,p)QT(b',p)db'=6(b),

If the new ?.(e) is also hyperbolic, then ( 8 ) reduces t o

VB.

(6)

p2(t,f)=

Calculation of the inverse kernels I';'(b,p) or @G1(b,p)is
particularly simple if the QTFR is unitary (see Section 3).
The regularity of a QTFR haa im ortant implications [g],
some of which are now rummarisel.
Signal Recovery. From a regular QTFR T,(t,f),
the
signal z ( t ) can be recovered up to a constant phose factor.
In the caae of an affine QTFR, we first derive the si a1
product U , ( f , v ) using the inverse normal form (3). T g n ,
the signal's Fourier transform X ( f ) is obtained aa

@+(b-b',P)~G1(b',P)ejarca db'dp.
Quadratic Forma and Signal Detection. We next
consider the problem of detecting a sero-mean, finiteenergy, Gaussian, nonstationary "signal. procese in the
presence of some interfering sero-mean, finite-ener
sian, nonstationary qloise. process. It is w e F i % t
[lo] that an optimum detection statistic is given by the
quadratic form of the observed signal X ( f ) ,

A= =

x*(fa)dfi dfa ,

A2 =

l,/If

L A T ( ~ f')
' , T=(t',f') dt'df'

,

(9)

where

~ ( 8fir;fa)x(fi)x*(fa)dfi dfa , (7)

/a

for an affine QTFR and

where 8 is a parameter or a vector of parameters such as
( t , f ) in the case of a QTFR, and K + ( 8 ;f l , f a ) is some
kernel characterising p . Using_the inverse normal form (3)
or (5), it can be shown that T.(8) can be derived from a
regular QTFR T.(t, f) aa

?.(e)=

~ A ( f if ,a )

where the kernel & ( f l f depends upon the autocorrelation functions of the s i & i and noise processes. Since the
quadratic form A= is a special case of a quadratic signal
representation in (7),we a ply (8) and obtain the following TF formulation of the ietection statistic,

4

fl

11x ~ i )
fl fa

where f' is such that Vz(lnf,O) # 0.
Derivation of nadratic Signal Representations.
From a regular Q FR, any quadratic signal representation can be derived via a linear transform. Any arbitrary
quadratic signal representation can be written aa 191

11

X+T(tf-t'ff,

with

where # is an unknown constant phase and f' is any frequency for which U.(f', 0) # 0. For a hyperbolic QTFR,
we derive V.(b,p) via (5) and then obtain X(f)as

p=(e)=

lllm

lf/I

t',f')T.(t',f')dt'df'.

LAT(t', f') =

for a hyperbolic QTFR. Ekpression (9) can be interpreted
aa a TF correlator using a TF reference function LhT(t, f )
which incorporates the statistical information about the
signal and noise processes 1111.

(8)

The construction of the kernel L+T(8; t',f') depends on
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Effects of Linear Signal !k.nofom. For a reqular

QTFR, a linear transform of the rignd rerult~in a linear
transform o the TFR. The QTFR Tr(t,f ) of a linearly

li9

transforme sign

is a linearly transformed QTFR of the original signal,

Unitarity in the Afane Class. It can be shown that
an affine QTFR is unitary if and only if its kernel satisfies

Comparing with (4), it is seen that a unitary affine QTFR
is also regular, with inverse kernel given by

=11/,

L ~ ( t , ft',f')T.(t',f')dt'df'.
;

Ti(4f)

The kernel Ln(t,f; t', f') is constructed as [9]

Examples of unitary affine QTFRs are the (generalised)
Wigner distribution [12]and the Bertrand distribution [l]
(cf. Section 4). Affine QTFRs derived from the Wigner
distribution by a smoothing operation (e.g., the scalogram
[2]) are non-unitary and non-regular.
Unitari in the Hyperbolic Class. Similarly, a hyperbolic Q'%R is unitary if and only if

AH@, f; t', f') =

l,

@&(b'-b,p)@T(b',P) db' = s(a)

in the case of an aBne QTFR, and

, Vp .

Comparing with (6), we see that a unitary hyperbolic
QTFR is regular with inverse kernel

L H ( t , f;t', f') =

@i1(bIP) =G(-b,P)

in the case of a hyperbolic QTFR.
Induced QTFR Bads 19). If T , ( t , f ) is a regular
QTFR, and the signals z k ( t ) with k = 1, ..,K are linearly
independent, the signals' cross-QTFRa' T,s,f
f) are linis a re lar
early independent ad well. More can be sai
hyperbolic QTFR. Then, if the Zk(t) (with k = 1, ..,myare
complete in the linear space of all square-integrable (finiteenergy), analytic signals, the signals' cross-QTFRa will be
complete in La(R x Et+), the linear space of all squareintegrable 2-D functions F ( t ,f) defined for f > 0. Hence,
any such function can be expanded as

$!

<'

k = l I=1

where the expansion coefficients CkI are uniquely determined for any F ( t ,f
If T is a regular &ne QTFR, then completeness of the
croee-QTFR8 requires an additional condition, namely,

Examples of unitary hyperbolic QTFRa are the (generalised) Altes-Marinovic distribution and the Bertrand distribution [4]. Hyperbolic QTFRs involving a smoothing o p
eration (e.g., the hyperbologram [4]) are non-unitary and
non-regular.
Induced QTFR Basis. If T , ( t , f )is a unitary QTFR,
and the signals Zk(t) with k = l , . . , K are orthonormal,
( t , f ) are orthonormal
then the signals' cross-QTFb TZkrrl
as well. In the case of a unitary hyperbolic QTFR, the
cross-QTFRs
( t , f) corresponding to an orthonormal
basis {Zk(f)} of the h e a r space of finite-energy analytic
signals are an orthonormal basis of La(R x R+). Hence,
any square-integrable function F ( t ,f ) defined for f > 0 can
be expanded as in (lo), where the expansion coefficients are
given by Ckl = F, Tzkv\l).
In the case of an @ne QTFR,
completeness o the cross-QTFRs requires the additional
condition (11).
Least-Squares Signal Synthesis. An important implication of unitarity is the applicability of a standard
method for least-squares signal synthesis. The signal synthesis problem [13,14] is the calculation of a signal zopt(t)
whose QTFR is closest to a given square-integrable T F
function ("model") M ( t ,f ) ,
zopt(t) =
A argmin llM-T,ll.

I

z

(note the difference from (4)).
3

UNITARITY

A QTFR is unitary [Q] if the linear transform underlying
the normal form (1) or (2) preserves inner products. This
is equivalent to the validity of Moyal'r formulaa
lThe cr0as-QTFFt.s are deflned by (1) or (2) with V,(/,u)
and V , ( b , @ )replaced by U l , l ( f , ~ ) = X ( f . 9 ) Y f f - 9 ) and
V.,,(b,@) = I r e b X ( f , ~ ~ + f Y
i / *~ () ~ , C ~ - @
respectively.
/~),

Assuming unitarity of the QTFR TIthe signal synthesis
result zOpt(t)can be derived as follows [13]:
(i) The matrix H with elements HL;= (MI
TzLrzl)
is
calculated, where z k ( t ) with k = l , . . , K is an orthonormal
basis of the underlying linear signal space'.
(ii) The Hermitian part of H is formed, HA= [H+H'] ,
where H' denotes the complex conjugate transpose of H.

i

[,

SThe inner product is deAned ae (z1,zn) = zl(t)z;(t)dt
forsignalsand (T1,Tz) = JjTl(t,f)T,'(t,f)dto(TforQTFRe.
'In practice, this is a space of flnite-length, discrete-time signals, so that the dimension K is finite.
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(iii) The largest eigenvalue XI and the corresponding
ei envector e1 of Hh are calculated.
iv) If A 1 > 0 , the signal oynthesh result is given by

P

K

zopt(t) = f i e " e ~ ( t )

with

c ~ ( t=
)

(e1)k

zk(t),

k=l

where 4 is an arbitrary constant phase and e 1 ) k denotes
the kth element of the ei envector el. If XI - 0, the signal
synthesis result is zopt(t! = 0.

.J

4

THE AFFINEHYPERBOLIC CLASS

The oflne-hyperbolic elads AHC is defined as the intersection of the AC and the $C. &FR. of the AHC belong
to both the AC and the HC, and thus satisfy the scale invariance, time-shift invariance, and hyperbolic time-shift
invariance properties [SI. An affine-hyperbolic QTFR can
be expressed by either of the normal forms (1) and (2). It
can be shown that these normal forms reduce to

Any quadratic signal re resentation can be derived from
a regular QTFR. (iii) T l e optimum detection statistic for
detecting a Gaussian random si al can be formulated am
a TF correlation involving the &FR of the observed signal. (iv) A linear signal tranoform induces a linear QTFR
transform. (v) The crow-QTFR. of linearly independent
si ala are linearly independent. In the case of a hyperbolic
QYFR, a signal basis induces a QTFR basis.
The Property of unitarity is equivalent to the validity of
Moyal s formula. Unitarity always implies regulari
further im lications of unitarity are as follows:
cross-QTFL of orthonormal signals are orthonormal. In
the case of a hyperbolic QTFR, an orthonormal signal basis induces an orthonormal QTFR basis. (ii) The problem
of least-squares si al s nthesis can be solved by a atandard method in wgch t i e optimum signal is given by the
dominant eigenvector of a Hermitian matrix.
Exam les of unitary affine or hyperbolic QTFRs are the
(generaEzed) Wigner distribution, the Bertrand distribution, and the (generalized) Altee-Marinovic distribution.
QTFRa involving a smoothing operation (like the scalogram or the hyperbologram) are non-regular.
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